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strong reserves, and had little to show for all their efforts at
the end of the day. Thereafter the battle degenerated into a
series of bitter and costly local actions. On May 3rd occurred
the last attempt at a general attack, which again bore little fruit,
and our subsequent efforts had to be confined to securing a good
defensive line to be held after the final cessation of the offensive,
which had cost us 75,000 casualties, and the enemy somewhat
more. Arras had been in the main a battle of unfulfiJled
promises.
By contrast our next attack at Messines, carried out by
Plumer's Second Army on June 7th, was the most brilliant and
complete little success registered by any side in the West to date.
It was directed to the elimination of a deep re-entrant in our
front, which, if left in German hands, would have gravely
incommoded our preparations for the greater attack at Ypres,
due to commence at the end of July. The most meticulous
and far-reaching preparations had long been in train for this
stroke, and included among these were nineteen large mines
driven deep under the enemy's trench system, unknown to
him, the explosion .of which came as a complete surprise on
the day of attack, and a powerful mass of artillery of all calibres.
The complicated problems involved in an advance of nine
divisions from a front contracting narrowly and sharply towards
the end of the advance, the maximum depth of which was little
over 5,000 yards, were solved by admirable staff work, and on
the day of the attack all went exactly according to programme
from start to finish. The mines went up with a shattering roar,
and our infantry met with so little opposition during their
advance that within three hours they stood on their final
objectives. The belated German counter attacks, which took
place only on the morrow, were disjointed and entirely unsuc-
cessful, and the elimination of the re-entrant was thus accom-
plished at the comparatively low cost of 17,000 casualties, those
suffered by the enemy being at least 30 per cent, higher.
Unfortunately, it was not for another seven weeks that there
could be launched€he great offensive at Ypres, for which that
at Messines was but a necessary preliminary. The ground
from the tactical point of view was ill-chosen, being low-lying
and swampy, and the mighty preliminary bombardment, during
which 3,000 guns pounded the ground steadily for tea days on
end, not only precluded all hope of surprise, but completed the
ruin of the intricate system or dykes on which the drainage of
the area depended. The network of forward enemy posts,
sited in specially built concrete emplacements known as " pill-
boxes," impervious to all but heavy shells and arranged for
mutual support by flanking fire, afforded a difficult tactical

